POLICE CIRCULAR ORDER NO. 224

SUBJECT: Expenditure for Post-Mortum Examination of Dead Bodies and chemical examination of exhibits

Requirement of funds by the Investigating Officers to in our expenditure for carrying dead bodies to the Post-Mortum centre and despatching viscera and bloodstained articles for chemical examination in course of investion has been brought to the notice of this Headquarters from time to time. The matter was referred to the Government for making a provision of permanent advance to each Police Station. Government have directed that these expenses may be met out of the permanent advance placed at S. P's disposal finally debiting the same to "Demand No. 1-255 Police Office Expenses." Hence such expenditure may be incurred out of the permanent advance placed at the disposal of the district Superintendent of Police. If the existing permanent advance sanctioned to each district is found insufficient, proposal for augmenting the same whenever necessary may be submitted as per provision of O.G.F.R. 82 (iii).

(Law-11 of 1971)

N. SWAIN,
Inspector-General of Police, Orissa